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prof ile
Her cigarette smoke may shroud her presence, but Gazbia Sirry's
aura and ambitions have always been crystal-clear. Spanning over
five decades of artistic dedication and contribution, Sirry remains
a central landmark on the Egyptian cultural scene. All she has ever
striven for is to be herself : a female Egyptian artist with a voice.
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Previous pages: (Detail) Farlasy
trom Llfe. 2006. Oil on canvas.
150

x 150 cm.

Facing page: Untitled. 1990.
Oil on canvas. 150 x 150 cm.
Private collection, Kuwait.

here is a strength, an unrivalled energy, in Gazbia

as Social Realism. While his oeuvre can be likened to Sirry's

Sirry's paintings lt is in her vibrant colours, the vigour of

in topical form, she maintains, "l was always alone in my style

her brushstrokes and the exuding fluidity that each artwork

of work. I never copied, nor was I heavily influenced by foreign

expresses. There is also a powerful sense of determination, as

artists, The fruits of my labour came completely from within

though each daub of oil or watermark is intent on articulating

me, and I am an Egyptian." She went on to pursue studies at

a message, a call for action. lt is only then thai one grasps

the Slade School of Art in London and held teaching posts at

a greater realisation. This icon of Egypt's artistic arena not

the American University in Cairo and Helwan University

only provokes thought, but is speaking on behalf of injustices

which she resigned when she felt the academic curriculum

-

from

in both universities was suppressing creative expression. "l
- her own, as a woman, and that of 'her Egyptian people
She has described her work
stopped teaching when they
"a
as the embodrment of
love
prohibited modelling, when
'' ,, \ . l:a- ":.: i lf '.'.. .. ,.
-.
'
for colour," somethrng that
they started to prohibit all sorts
L\,\.\

has been evident since

the

start of her career. Her palette
tempo exemplifies an urgency

and a passion that verges on
aggression. Sirry masters the

use of oils and watercolours,

\,
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depending on her subject, which
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Whatever the case, her visual
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what was 'right' and 'wrong'
prevailed. I did not believe art
could be taught this way and

I

wanted nothing to do with it.'

\ j

i

,\j

.-.

of the home that she

.

Born in Cairo in 1925, Sirry has

been

normal and when opinions on

Sitting in the living-room

remains the core of her focus.

language is fluent and lucid.

of things that were considered

dynamic artist in the

shares

with her husband Adel Ahmed

Sabet Sirry's calm authority

is

instantly felt. This quick-witted,

petite woman
an alarming

possesses
intellectual

lucidity Having experienced

the Nasserite 1950s, the intellectual liberation of the 1960s
face of the tumultuous periods of Egypt's modern history

discrimination as

a female artist her confidence has never

faltered. "ljust did not care," she says "ljust did what lwanted

andAnwarSadat's1970s Sheisaforcetobereckonedwith andllivedhowlwanted.Noonestoppedme."Andintheface
and is known as the (artist) 'Spokesperson of the People', of her determination and relentless belief in art as a cause, no

native

one could. One of the founders of the Egyptian Syndicate for

less-privileged
communities. After graduating from Cairo's Faculty of Fine

Plastic Artists, she fought the establishment of a section for

due to her works tackling issues that pertain to her
layman and particularly, laywoman, found in

Arts in 1948, Sirrywas tutored bythe renowned French

Marcel Gromaire, whose style was predominantly

painter

classified

women at the Syndicate "Why should we be separated rf we

are equal? lt was a ridiculous idea. The problem was that

it

was suggested by the women themselvesl" she exclaims.
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injustices in the Egypt of the 1950s a period that witnessec

-rroughout her prolific career, Sirry s works have po(rayed

the rise of Egyptian nationalism. Needless to say, Sirry holds a

:

deep-rooted love for her country. "My'Egyptian-ness'

sense of awareness of her surroundings and

::mprehension

of her countrymen's

a deep

problems Through

.s subtle social commentary on polygamy in Egypt Sirry

derivec

from my love for my country and the fact that I belong here

s

Putting love aside, it is simple: Egypt is my root. When it grows

?-' ng 1 953 paintin g, Two Wives, js an artistic archetype of ihe

and becomes a plant and a being, it is useless to ask: 'why d c

---ary aspects that two marriages in one home entail
While

you grow this way?' I just did,' explains Srrry, matter-of-fac|v

.--

siakeably Egyptian in its nature, this emotionally charged

=--,','ork was created during Sirry

s

The political events of the 1960s saw darker, grimmer

membership at Egypt's

tones in Sirry s works with the fall of Gamal Abdel Nasser's

: ^.emporary Art Group founded in 1 946, and an association

regime and the Arab defeat in 1967 Themes such as captivity

^a.:mbraced ideas of modernisation. Her role was accented

anguish and racial discrimination featured prominently in her

through her figurative portrayai of nationalistic

subjects, where hints of Expressionism and

work, tying fluctuations in economics, politics and society
directly to her artistic expression. "l embrace the world, I am

semi-Pharaon

always interested in politics economics, the social changes
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Essentially, she was responding
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the

that are happening and the crises we are witnessing All these
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prof ile
events affect me. I do not draw or paint them; I paint

my

trustees. The oil on canvas artwork is characteristic of Sirry's

focused early style resembling children's colouring books. To date.
solely on houses, painting them in a number of adaptations the iconic artist has held over 70 solo shows worldwide.
burning, falling and even offering them animalistic or human from Paris and Washington to S5o Paolo and Tunis
reactions to them," she asserts. For a few years, Sirry

forms, ln some artworks, Sirry's houses appeared to be
conflict with onetanother, highlighting Egypt's

due to the nation's rampant urbanisation

-

in

among numerous other cities, From the Venice Biennale's

overcrowding
a theme that

also
veered towards depictions of landscapes of the desert and
dominated her work in the 1970s and 1980s when she

Honorary Prize in 1956 to Egypt's State Merit Prizein2002.
Sirry

s

national and international awards are numerous

Today Sirry is concerned with shortcomings in the
ContemporaryArabartscene,namelyits lackof artcritics With

the absence of true, educated

sea. The common denominator

and most importantly, impartial

throughout has been a reaction
Ill lltli!.: lll:'iCtf{:f'l,
l jlllr;1!:l

to the peaks and troughs that

! |l-,;rittirt,:
!+r\irra;,---i
11,:!.:

rI ;.r

critics, Sirry believes that works

Egypt has experienced across

by young emerging artists have

all

been misjudged

sectors. Sirry likens the

creation

of her paintings to

the process of composing

a

Naturally

this leads to an abundance oi
undervalued

a

and

overvaluec

symphony may

work with no defining lines for

express victory or elation, and

despite a lack of lyrics, these

proper classification. Much
to her dismay, this dilutes the

abstract concepts are felt by the

definition and role of an artist

symphony;

listener, This

Her unwavering commitment ic

is precisely what

Sirry believes art should

be:

her fellow countrymen has lec

''What comes is a reaction to the

to her establishment of a func

overflow of what is happening

in her namesake that aims

around you." Ever-evolving,

support young Egyptian ariists

it

.c

is no authority, humbly stressing

is difficult to categorise her into one school of thought, and

Sirry maintains that she

yet, despite her artistic development, her works are instantly
recognisable. This is perhaps due to the two aspects that

that she is "just' an artist. "The difference between a tr-3
artist and an amateur is drama. The most important thing -

she is most passionate about: peoples' circumstances and

a work of art is drama and the expression of this drama::

colour. "l am obsessed with the human condition," she admits.

and deep experience that the artist goes through lf an an s:
cannot express what he/she has absorbed, then he/she

s

simply not an artist," she says, While Sirry gained notor:.-.

ir t-:

As part of their online collection of works by Arab Muslrm

an artist who left an indelible impact on Egyptian ar1

artists, New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art welcomed

20th century, it is her unending campaign for female freeCc-

Ihe Kite, recently made

for which she is particularly known. "On my passport ii sa.,s

part of the museum's permanent collection by its board of

that I am an artist painter, not a professor or any other r -:

Sirry's donation of her 1960 piece,

I prefer to be a free woman," she says. And so she is
lnside llap: Oum Saber 1952. Oil on hardboard. 68 x 98 cm
Previous pagei The Refugees. l960. Oil on canvas. 70 x 100 cm.

Gazbia Sirry is represented by Zamalek Art Gallery in

Facing page: The Kite. 1960. Oil on canvas. 96 x 51 cm.

Cairo. For information visit wwwzamalekartgallery.com
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